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Mounting adapters on older BUUS iceflakers.  
 
Introduction: 
In the years 1986 to 1995 the shaft seals used in BUUS iceflakers were the type 129572 
 

 
Shaft seal type 129572. 
(In sparepart lists they may be named 129572-1 and 129572-2)  
 
I some cases you may want to change the type of shaft seals from 129572 to 011103. 
 

 
Shaft seal type 011103 
 
Shaft seals type 011103 protects better against leaks of refrigerant.  
 
 
If you decide to change shaft seal type it is strongly recommended that you dismount the iceflaker 
and arrange with BUUS Refrigeration for a repair at our workshop. We cannot offer any guarantee 
if the repair is done by you.  
 
Please notice that we cannot offer extended support for the repair except what you will find in this 
letter! 
 
If this is not possible and you wish to make the repair you can follow the description in this letter 
and follow the instructions on drawing no 129572-to-011103\100.dwg 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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1: Dismount both shaft seals type 129572 according to the instruction in the manual.  
 
 
2: Gently push the drum from side to side in the water chamber. Check that the drum cannot move 
more than 1 mm. from side to side. If the distance is more than 1 mm. you must fix this first.  
Otherwise the new seals will not be able to hold the refrigerant.  
 
 
3: Place the drum so that there is 0,5 mm space between the drum and the gable at each end.  
 
 
4: Measure the distance from the bearing to the stainless steel rod. Make a note of it for both ends of 
the iceflaker.  
 
 
5: Calculate how much you will need to cut of the rods so that the distance from the bearing to the 
rod is 41+/- 0,5 mm. Again; you will need to calculate this your self.  
 
(This is not shown on the drawing since there were different types of mounting the shaft seals in the 
period 1986 to 1995.)  
 
 
6: Mount the drum in a lathe a cut of the rod where you calculated.  
 
 
7: Drill a ø36,5 mm / 40 mm. deep hole in the rod end. 
 
 
8: Use the taper tap and make a M38x1,5 mm x 30 mm thread.  
 
 
9: Mount the adapter. Remember to use O-ring and Loctite 577 glue!  
 
 
10: Adapt to the measures shown on drawing ‘C’. Remember that is must be concentric! Otherwise 
the shaft seals will leak!  
 
 
11: Assemble the iceflaker and use the instruction in service letter 011103-uk.pdf to mount the shaft 
seals type 011103 correctly.  
 






